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Reflections on a
Life’s Work
by Chrissy Aull, Head of School
April 23, 2020
Dear Friend,
I was asked to write a farewell
letter many weeks ago, for this
newsletter. Of course, that makes
sense and sure, no problem.
Maybe I am not as ready as I
thought to write this letter, because I have been putting this off
Founding Head of School Chrissy Aull and students of the WRUS Chapter of the National Honor
since then. Of course this tornaSociety
stock the Loving Kindness Food Pantry located next door at St. Paul’s Parish, Centreville. The
do called Corona got in the way,
Pantry is a project founded by WRUS students two years ago.
but that is not really the primary
reason. I have done a fair amount
of writing as Head of School and My credentials as a special educator led my professional ca- Children and teens with learning
this one is tough.
reer through the developmental differences, when understood,
My farewell letter is likely one of stages of children and teenagers respected and supported have
my last bully pulpits and as many with some version of neurological an unlimited potential to grow to
know, I love a good bully pul- difference. Beginning with Anne be productive, happy, indepenpit. So you’ll understand if I step Arundel County Early Childhood dent adults. And that is all that
around a letter ripe with mem- Special Education, to an ele- their families really want.
ories and gratitude in order to mentary/middle Radcliffe Creek
again publicly profess my ongo- School to here, where I found my To understand a child begins, of
landing place, I have observed, course, at home. Where most
ing passion for “our kids.”
and hold fast to one enduring families enjoy a joyful, predictable
and universal truth:
(continued on p 2)

Alumni-Spotlight

Wye River takes great pride in celebrating the varied life paths that our
alumni take. In this issue, we highlight
2012 WRUS graduate Grace Gallagher.
Grace studied interior design as well as
hotel and restaurant management at
Chesapeake College. While in school,
Grace worked at Jean McHale Design
in Easton, and later, Higgins and Spencer Interior Design and The Maryland
Design Center. After six years working in the design field, Grace took her
skills to the next level and opened up
her own home decor and design studio titled Campbell Curated. Grace

implemented her expertise and passion when recently helping to design
a restaurant soon to open in Easton,
MD. When reflecting on her time at
Wye River Grace shared, “Mrs. Aull
went out of her way to make sure that
WRUS had faculty, staff and coaches
who really cared about every student.
They worked hard to teach, coach
and support us in ways that were
both interesting and fun. I’m grateful
for the many teachers who worked to
find ways to utilize creative instruction which ensured that every student
could succeed.”

Cover Article Continued

It is heartbreaking. This is why
one of our most used stateadventure
of
parenting, ments in a grant request is
our families quickly realize “Learning differences know no
something may be different socioeconomic bounds. WRUS
for their child than what they seeks to be the right school for
expected, and set out on their those who need us, not simply
journey to seek answers and those who can afford us.”
help. Along the way, what begins
as a small team of parents and
extended family snowballs into
more members of pediatricians,
neuro-psychologists, teachers,
special ed teachers, speech
and
language
therapists,
occupational
therapists,
counselors, IEP administrators,
psychiatrists,
and,
when
progress goes haywire which it
often does, lawyers. It can be
overwhelming, to say the least.
Sometimes, they come to our
door.
A very small percentage of the
15-20% of children nationwide
who have diagnosed learning
differences find respect such
as they do at schools like Radcliffe and Summit in Edgewater, and of course, Wye River. It
is schools like ours where kids
are truly understood, respected
and supported. They discover
friendships, talents, passions
and soon the motivation to
earn a seat in college, vocational school, or the military. There
could be no sweeter reward
than the happy endings we produce.
As proud as I am as I walk out
those big double doors of our
Armory, I still worry for the hundreds of students who we can
not reach. Perhaps their needs
are too significant by the time
they reach high school -- that
happens often, or it may be
because they live too far away
-- the tipping point seems to be
90 minutes one way. Most often
distance and degree are not the
variables -- it is simply because
families have no funds for our
tuition. Not even a little.
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As the Board of Trustees deftly navigates the impact of this
bug named Corona, I know that
WRUS will be fine. Our momentum heading into this craziness
was quite brisk, thanks to the
outstanding structure, gover-

Founder and Head of School, Chrissy Aull

Which leads me to my gratitude. WRUS would not exist, nor
would more students now be
thriving, were it not for the generous support of donors who
have walked with us for over a
decade. Their grants send kids
to school, renovate buildings,
and train teachers to know how
to support our students. I am
particularly proud that our Mission and work has inspired the
confidence of local family foundations that grant hundreds of
thousands of dollars so that we
can do what we do. Likewise,
I am humbled by the hundreds
of individual donors who show
their support through gifts of
$10, $25, on up to $10,000. All
so that we can change the lives
of students they have never
met.

nance and team that faithfully
lead the school. Our families
appreciate us, support us and
know that WRUS, unlike larger
school systems, was there for
them when their students needed us the most.
Despite this twist in how I depart, I believe strongly that
Corona has its benefits. The
Board and staff look forward
to embedding changes in the
way WRUS will educate students going forward. There is a
newfound appreciation for the
phrase “going to work.” I trust
that students and staff will forever appreciate the simple joy
in seeing, learning and laughing -- together.
This superb WRUS team of
teachers and administrators is

my work family and I will miss
them very much. I am gratified to have walked this stormy
Corona path with them. They
have demonstrated their commitment to our Mission and
our kids and as I often say, the
students are the winners. I offer
a special nod to WRUS founding teachers James and Nicole. Thank you for staying the
course for nearly two decades.
You are now the institutional
history, carrying the torch.
I will miss the professional and
personal camaraderie I have
enjoyed with members of the
Board. I never lose sight that
they each volunteer time, treasure and talent as they show up,
stick with, celebrate joys and
ride out the hurdles - for our
kids. I hope they are proud of
their good work and I am deeply grateful for their service and
support.
I will miss my opportunity to listen to and counsel parents as
I have done hundreds of times
through these 18+ years. I figure my experience first as a parent and second as an educator
has to be good for something.

I honor and respect your dedication, your fortitude and your
vision as you tirelessly advocate for your child. Remember
-- parenting is a process, not an
event. Stay the course, hold on
to your vision.
Of course it is the kids I will miss
most, for they provide the joy
that is this job. The belly laughs
we still get thinking of the time
I snagged a pocket sized spray
container of “Ass Gas” from
two particularly spirited young
men who had unleashed the
aroma in the halls of the new
Armory, only to take it out of my
desk later and watch the look of
horror on their faces as I held
it up and read the label--priceless. Not all incidents were comical; many were worrisome, yet
there was rarely anything that
was not within the range of normal for bright, spirited, creative
teenagers. The magic formula
was found in the partnership
between school and home.
My most valued momento as I
turn over the keys is the privilege of watching young teenagers enter our community and
become young adults, because

we understand, respect and
support them. Those who enter
our doors feeling traumatized,
insecure, full of anxiety, even
those who are years behind in
reading and writing, transform
into confident, bold, risk tolerant graduates, just as the WRUS
Class of 2020. To Chris, Rae,
Christian, Gabe, Josh, Emma,
Macyn and Adam, you are celebrated and honored. Your
success is the reason we all do
what we do - thank you for stepping up to the challenges of the
last four years. I am proud to
step out to my next adventure
as you now do. Your stories are
the sweet reward for my career.
Thank you for reading this; I
hope you carry a small part of
my message forward in whatever way you know. I am grateful
for your support and I shall miss
you too.
Stay well.
With gratitude,

Chrissy Aull Great Teachers for Great Minds Fund
Founding Head of school, Mrs. Chrissy Aull, has dedicated eighteen years to filling the critical need of educating students with learning differences at Wye River Upper School. As she announces her retirement in June, 2020, and in honor of her important work, we have established
the Chrissy Aull Great Teachers for Great Minds Fund. This fund will provide enhanced professional
development for all faculty and staff at Wye River Upper School.
More than ever, our students need innovative teaching to develop the critical thinking tools
necessary for college, career and life in a fast-paced twenty-first century. Targeted professional
development is imperative for student success, and the reality is that training can cost thousands
of dollars per faculty member.
We ask you to honor Mrs. Aull’s good work, support our faculty and staff, and ensure student
achievement by giving a gift to the Chrissy Aull Great Teachers for Great Minds Fund. Donations
can be made online at https://www.wyeriverupperschool.org/support/
We appreciate your support!
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Learning in the New Normal
by Chrissy Aull, Founding Head of School

dministrators, teachers and stuA
dents at Wye River Upper School,
urn back the calendar to March 9,
like thousands of schools in MD, had T2020 as increasing waves of CoVid
been rightfully preparing for months information arrived daily from our acand years for a range of crises, first
among them the elusive “active assailant.” Schools were advised to have a
plan on hand should a weather event
momentarily lock down school or perhaps a member of the school community misbehave in a public, consequential
manner.

n the midst of preparing for a range
Ibug
of possible crises, a tiny silent invisible
named CoVid snuck up with a force
never before felt by any school, ever.

ithout benefit of advance planW
ning, the community at Wye River
Upper School has stepped up beyond

crediting body, the Association of Independent Maryland Schools, known to
all as AIMS. Most of us seemed to be in
“it can’t be that bad” mode. Mr. Cowan, Asst Head of School, Nicole Sophocles, Academic Administrator, and Ron
Vener, Director of Facilities and Transportation, joined me to form a Crisis
Management Team. Following a matrix
created by an American School in Asia
only weeks prior, we felt we were solidly aligned to meet the demands placed
upon us. We are a very small school -- it
was not a challenge to know who was
sick and out of the building and why.
We communicated the need for families to keep students with symptoms of
anything at home. We knew none of our
families or staff had traveled to Asia or
impacted European countries. Few of
our families intended to travel for our
upcoming Spring Break but we communicated a need to self quarantine as
suggested.

their duty to flatten the curve and has
shifted instruction from their Centreville based classrooms to the dozens of
individual kitchen tables and bedroom
desks spread out across the eleven
Reni Zolt ‘21 sews masks at home for
Maryland and Delaware counties where
community members
our high school students sign on daily.
Ours has become a community experience of challenge and victory, frustrahe Crisis Team was in its third Governor Hogan declared over TVs,
tion and perspective, needs and soluimpromptu meeting in three days, laptop screens and personal devices all
tions.
(I think that was March 12), when over the state that public schools had to
shut down. AIMS came across the wires
minutes thereafter to advise the same
for all independent member schools
in MD. (Days? The day?) before the
declaration, our academic team had
wisely planned a remote learning trial
day for that Friday, which turned out to
be the day after the declaration. This
day, already scheduled as a half day
for professional development, offered
a good opportunity to try out an online
format. Because of that trial, we were
able to seamlessly transition to remote
learning without missing a beat. The
message to students was to stay home
but sign in by 9:30 a.m. to LMS, our
school management platform.

T

n asset for WRUS is our 1-1 laptop
A
environment which began with
our founding in 2002. Every student,

Adon Lindahl ‘22 and Jared Mimms ‘21 work together on mmath problems
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teacher and staff member uses a Mac.
As a school, we are adept at the use
of Google Drive products. The newly
launched Learning Mgmt System, a
significant investment the summer before, is the glue that kept us together
for schedules, assignments, grades.
With Mr. Cowan’s leadership, students
and teachers signed on the morning

The #1 Thing I Love about
Online Learning
(In Their Own Words)
From the students. . .

...”getting to see my friends”
...“playing music for my class on
performance days”
...”filming and presenting commercials”
...“eating lunch with my friends on
Google Meet”
...“being the teacher and presenting my
screen to the class”
...“having breaks between each class
and being able to stay at home”
...“being in the comfort of my home
while learning”
Literary Magazine Class collaborates on the inaugrual edition from home
of Friday March 13 using Google Meet
in every classroom. That day and for
a few thereafter, teachers were instructing remotely from their classrooms and
teamed around online strategies. With
increasing guidance to social distance,
the Team made a decision to shut down
the building and move instruction to
100% remote.

F

our weeks and one Spring Break later, I am proud and delighted by the
creativity, entrepreneurship and good
humor that our students, families and
particularly our teachers demonstrate.
Our Admissions Open House, long ago
scheduled for mid-April, became a successful Virtual Open House. Teachers’
classroom assignments show the result
of true thinking outside the proverbial
box, with faculty and students sharing
their new approach to what defines
learning. Our students show up and engage, pursuing their own social circles
via Zoom or Google. We seek and attend to the feedback from our parents,
fine tuning schedules and adding services such as social emotional support,
to meet the needs of our students, in
line with our Mission.

valuable learning experience. Success
is demonstrated through the relationships we continue to foster with our
students and the learning, albeit different, that continues. Our students reside
in as many as eight Maryland counties
and Delaware in any one school year.
Their ability to engage from home,
during travel, bad weather, and on
mental health days in years to come is
now a reality.
ike a lot of trial and tribulation, this
Lforever
worldwide communal experience will
change how we live -- as con-

sumers, as families, as stewards of the
earth, as businesses and schools. In the
case of WRUS, we have learned what it
means to be a true community, dependent upon one another for presence,
support, how to run a Google Meet or
Zoom and to a person, we have done
so with humor, kindness and compassion. Like the Grinch, this pandemic
may have come upon us with ill will, but
it seems, much like Cindy Lou and Whoville, we may come out of this stronger
than before.

t this stage, we focus on our Class
A
of 2020, knowing that their pomp
and circumstance will likely not be that
which they expected. Our administrative team is consulting with this group
of eight in order to identify a new vision
for celebrating their accomplishments
and next school settings.
model, forced upon us with no
This
warning whatsoever will prove an in-

Olivia Gioffre ‘21

...“teachers can hold private one on one
sessions when we need it”
...“ being able to wear what I want”
... “I can pet my dog!”
...“being in my own space and feeling
more comfortable”
From the teachers . . .
I really like the Brady Bunch feature [on
Google Meet]. I can see all my guys at
once and it feels much more like a regular
class!
I like that students can demonstrate their
expertise in this platform. In Literary
Magazine the other day, Danny shared
his screen to show a peer how to locate a
picture storage area in the software and
then how to add a photo to a page of
the yearbook. Student’s have also shown
me short cuts to accomplish some tasks
we are doing together. When a student
who is confused shares their screen, a
teacher can help them solve a problem
by walking them through the task in real
time.
The thing I love most about online
learning is the collaboration. Now more
than ever students are stepping up to
help their classmates. I have had students
helping others before I can get a word in,
and socially students are forming lunch
groups and after school social groups
on different platforms. It is not always
the student you think of who is helping
others, and on more than one occasion,
it has been a student who is normally
quiet or reserved who is branching out
and reaching out to others.
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STUDENT-DESIGNED COMPUTER ENABLES WYE RIVER UPPER
SCHOOL ART STUDENTS TO EDIT FILM by Kimberleigh Garcia,

									 Director of Enrollment Management and Commnication
ENTREVILLE, MD, March 3, 2020.
C
Wye River junior, Danny, of Anne
Arundel County, saw a challenging situation in his community and did something creative to solve it. He and other students in his video editing class
were having difficulty using Adobe’s
Premiere Pro, as not all student laptop processors can handle large video
files. Danny’s classmates grew frustrated when the program crashed or froze,
and some students couldn’t run the
software at all.

anny, who is passionate about comD
puter building, collaborated with
his instructor, Ms. Katie Lillard, to come
up with a plan. If he could design and
build a computer from scratch, he could
affordably create a video and image
editing platform all students can use,
which could be a potential prototype
for a high-powered computer lab in
Wye River’s future. He understood from
Ms. Lillard how valuable it is to gain experience with the Adobe software that
most design professionals use, and they
both wanted to make it accessible for
more students. Maybe nothing would
come of his proposal, Lillard discussed
with Danny, but perhaps it would be
considered the following year. She encouraged him to pursue the idea.

anny drafted a thorough plan, modD
estly titled “Parts List,” and explained the value of such an investment:

cifically built for such
tasks.. . .I could build
such a computer. . .
In general, it is more
cost effective to buy
parts and assemble
them into complete
computers than to
buy prebuilt computers.”
anny
explained
D
the necessity of
each part as well as

important terminology in layman’s terms.
He expertly included
part comparisons and
a cost benefit analysis.
Mrs. Aull, Founding Danny Zolt, Douglas Hewes, Virgil Randolph, and Samuel Powers work
Head of School, and
together to build a new computer for the art room
Mr. Martinez, Director
of the MakerSpace,
were impressed by Danny’s ingenuity work to foster in all of our students--coland initiative, and approved his propos- laboration, creativity, real-world probal. Danny ordered the parts and began lem solving and leadership. Danny’s
work. Sophomores Virgil, Douglas and project exemplifies authentic, 21st cenSam, all with computer know-how, mi- tury learning.”
grated into the project, and they built
ccording to Lillard, Danny’s self-dethe computer together. According to
signed computer, with a dedicated
Lillard, “Danny has been an incredible
graphics
card, has the memory and
and natural leader. He made a strong
effort to involve everyone equally, delv- processing speed of a $10,000 Mac,
ing out hands-on tasks, and giving inter- but cost a mere fraction of that to build.
ested students a platform, the chance Danny is thrilled that it’s up and running
to add knowledge and contribute. They and that others are enjoying it too, and
are already planning future multimedia maintains the machine with great care.
Liilard wonders if Danny might be the
projects together.”
perfect candidate for a student IT intern
at Wye River, and eagerly awaits
atthew Cowan, Director of Education, offered additional praise: the video projects made possible by
“This is the type of innovation we prize his work.
and these are the characteristics we

I have noticed that some of the Mac“unable
Books that belong to students are
to edit or render videos for the M
photography and video class.. .The
school needs a computer that is spe-
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Wye River Upper School is Afforded a Generous
Refinance by Don and Debbie Pusey
by Kimberleigh Garcia, Director of Enrollment Management and Commnication

W

ye River Upper School is grateful
to announce that Don and Debbie
Pusey of Centreville, MD have generously agreed to refinance the total remaining mortgage on the school at an extremely favorable interest rate through
Ultra Services Inc. Myron Richardson,
Wye River Treasurer and Board of Trustees member, was reviewing School financials with Don and came up with this
idea for helping the school. Both Don
and Debbie have been actively involved
with Wye River for years, and the School
is thankful for their ongoing and generous assistance. The Pusey’s made generous contribution toward the cost of rehabbing and renovating the Centreville
Armory in 2012..

W

ye River is deeply grateful for the
Pusey’s willingness to help, and to

Mr. Richardson for his leadership. We
would also like to express appreciation
to 1880 Bank of the Eastern Shore for
their original loans to WRUS when the
Armory was purchased in 2010. Mrs.
Aull explains: “Their faith in the school,
its mission and its business plan, allowed us to establish a permanent place
of our own in the community. WRUS and
1880 Bank will continue to partner in
the ongoing financial operations of the
school.”

T

his refinancing will help Wye River
fulfill its mission of helping students
who learn differently discover through
innovation, develop with rigor, and celebrate their strengths at Wye River Upper School while preparing for success
in college, career and life.

WRUS Board of Trustee member Don Pusey (left)
and WRUS Board of Trustee, Treasurer Myron
Richardson (right)

WRUS STUDENTS ENGAGE IN CIVIC ADVOCACY AT MARYLAND
STATE HOUSE IN ANNAPOLIS
by Kimberleigh Garcia, Director of Enrollment Management and Commnication
ye River Students certainly made
W
their presence known at the State
House in Annapolis this year. On Feb-

ruary 6th, 2020, led by Social Studies
teacher Ms. Lydia Meeks, they made
a powerful statement against flavored
tobacco and nicotine products. They
spoke on behalf of HB3 and SB233
which propose to ban the manufacture,
sale and import of all flavors of tobacco
and nicotine products. Students learned
that flavors like mango, gummy bear and
cotton candy strategically entice teens
whose brains are not fully developed.
This, along with their sense of injustice
for being targeted, and their personal
experiences with family and friends fueled a passion for them to speak out,
Ms. Meeks explained: “I think that finding a cause to sink their teeth into has
helped them produce exceptional work
that is meaningful--Government should
be meaningful.”
hen, on Thursday, February 20th, stuT
dents advocated on behalf of their
peers and other Maryland students with
Dyslexia and reading challenges. Students met with five Maryland delegates

from four different districts and shared
their own stories and perspectives as
students with learning differences. They
also related the importance of current
legislation such as House Bill 718 which,
if passed, will help further spread awareness and understanding of Dyslexia and
teaching students with reading difficulties.

M

atthew Cowan, WRUS Assistant
Head of School, who prioritizes civic
engagement, has shared his pride in our
students for speaking up, and attended
both events to show his support: “It is
critical that students of the 21st century not only learn about the systems
and processes of government but engage authentically with the legislative
process. Every year Wye River Upper
School students pursue real-world inquiry and research into current legislative issues culminating in a day of civic
advocacy. This sort of experiential learning, a hallmark of our program, doesn’t
just cultivate those critical college literacy skills, but fosters a new generation of
engaged citizens.”

e also complimented students in a
H
letter to their families: “Our students
spoke honestly with candor and repre-

sented Wye River Upper School with
pride. They are growing into engaged
citizens and their advocacy and participation in these events deserves the
highest compliments.”

tudents prepared extensively to
S
make their voice heard in both cases. Mr. Cowan worked with students to

hone their personal testimonies. Meeks
guided students to channel their findings and resolve about vaping into one
cohesive, persuasive letter to the Senate
and House, signed by each. She also encouraged students not to underestimate
the power of their collaborative voice
when advocating for themselves and
their peers. Meeks remarked, “What
better way to engage kids in Government class than involve them in the process?”
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